LEARNING SERVICES

SAP Enable Now
Content Services
We support your SAP Enable Now (SEN) ambitions. Our
SEN team has years of experience supporting the SAP
Knowledge Transfer & Education team and can make a
big difference for your organisation no matter your SEN
requirements.. With us, you can:

1. Achieve quicker returns on your SAP Enable Now
investment.
2. Renew your content cost-effectively.
3. Resolve common digital adoption issues.
4. Adapt existing learning content so that previous
investments in time and content generation are not
lost.

Why choose us?
We’re experts in instructional design with deep SAP
product knowledge and experience in developing
standard SAP Enable Now (SEN) Framework content.
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automations to achieve your SEN goals. Our SEN Quick
Start can quickly support all your SEN requirements,
without the need for your own in-house SEN team.
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offer customised end-to-end workflows, expertise,
and management of your content projects.
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Content Localization

We advise clients on SEN training,
implementation,
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development and curation. We
can establish your workflows and
even design automations.

Tailored SEN Training
We provide tailored SEN training
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